HAROLD MESTRE IS APPOINTED TO PSYCHOLOGY POST

Will Be Acting Associate Professor In Carpenter's Absence.

DOES YALE RESEARCH

Graduate Of Columbia And Stanford; Will Present

ANNUAL CAMPAIGN TO ASSIST NEEDY IN RED HOOK

FULLER WILL BE TEMPORARY DIRECTOR; ORGANIZE AFTER DINNER SINGING

In response to a demand for a musical social function of a different purpose than the choir, the usual annual plans have been made for the organization of a modified one note glee club. The group will be temporarily under the direction of Mr. Edward Fuller since Mr. White, Director of Music, will be away on his official duties as organist and choir master.

Some samples of music of varying difficulty for male voices will be selected. Comments will be made on the proper arrangement of the music. The group will meet from time to time in the evening. The weekly meetings in the Music Department will be taken care of during the spring by a resident lecturer to be announced later.

COLUMBIA DEAN VISITS COLLEGE

Hawks Explains Stand On Call For Malkin: Important Organization

Dean Herbert Hawks of Columbia College visited the campus on November 17th for his first visit to Bard in several years. He expressed admiration for what is being carried on in the field of progressive education here and told of his interest in our work. He said he hoped the idea of individual understanding and development can be carried forward. There is now a great movement taking place in colleges. At Bard here you have a unique opportunity to make and mold your principles."

When asked to give his opinion of the Bard case he explained how the whole situation had arisen. It grew out of the appointment of members of the Bard faculty at the Heidelberg Convention. It was delayed in March to send representatives from Columbia and the other nine who signed the declaration. Further objection was prolonged, with the inevitable result that there existed a general dissatisfaction among the members of the faculty that the case of academic liberty and not the recognition of trade-unions and the tender of a fellowship in residence at Yale is foremost.

As is the opinion of the deans of every college, the only aid the town nurse, said that the college money has been used for a public health service for the needy families of Red Hook.

Legend of Cragus's Island or the Big Indian Masquerade

A History Faithfully Rendered Of Magdalen's Island And How It Became A Peninsula And Assumed Its Present Name.

BARD ORCHESTRA IS TAKING FORM

String Section Will Play In Bach Oratorio To Be Given December 13.

The college orchestra at Bard is recruiting members. A community college project whose purpose is to assemble a group of faculty members and students interested in music, the orchestra is being conducted by Mr. Qualey, who is a student of the American Conservatory of Music.

At present the orchestra is made up of Mrs. Williams, Dr. Phalen, Mr. Qualey, Miss Mann, Miss Isador, Miss Tipton, Mr. Byrnes, Mr. Teichner, and Mr. Hester.

BARD CLINIC OPENS: MALADJUSTED CHILD SUBJECT OF STUDY

The Bard College Guidance Bureau held its first clinic on Wednesday, November eighteenth. According to the plan of operation, Dr. C. W. Wolfe, Chief of the Hudson River State Hospital, and an assistant psychologist spent the entire day in attempting to analyze and interpret the maladjustments of six Red Hook children. The patients of the day were school problems: one or two shyness and timidity, and one or two that often lead to major delinquency. It is the good fortune of the psychology department to be able to study the psychology of a definite and unique problem from such a practical standpoint. It will be of the utmost interest to the department of psychology that the clinic is maintained during the next year with enthusiastic cooperation from the psychology department.

WHILE WE ARE AWAY FOR OUR VACATIONS; WE ARE BRESTING FROM OUR STRENUOUS PULLDEN WITH A TRISH AND EVERYTHING WITH python AND CHESTNUT STUFFING, LET US REMEMBER NURSE MORGAN'S REQUEST FOR MONEY AND DOLLARS TO HELP THE NERD CHILDREN IN RED HOOK.

STUDENT COUNCIL MEETS ON MONDAYS

Food Conditions Studied And Service Discussed With Administration.

CHANGES TO BE MADE

Use Of Faculty Room, Books, From 8 to 9, Meat on Friday.

A meeting to discuss the dining facilities and the food conditions was held last week in the presence of the Student Council. The suggestion of a petition signed by some twenty students of the College and presented to the Council was one of the reasons for the conference. The Council was informed that there existed a general dissatisfaction among the students of the quality of food served in college. This petition was studied by the Administration and the Student Council with the view of bettering the conditions.

E. White To Be Absent During Spring Semester

During the spring semester, Mr. Ernest F. White will be on leave from his duties in the Music Department of his college. He will secure the post of director of music at Trinity Church, Menlo Park, California, in the spring and a summer month, and he must be away for this work in the field of music.

Student Council makes report on dining commons

Food conditions studied and service discussed with administration.

Changes to be made.

Use of faculty room, books, from 8 to 9, meat on Friday.

A meeting to discuss the dining facilities and the food conditions was held last week in the presence of the Student Council. The suggestion of a petition signed by some twenty students of the College and presented to the Council was one of the reasons for the conference. The Council was informed that there existed a general dissatisfaction among the students of the quality of food served in college. This petition was studied by the Administration and the Student Council with the view of bettering the conditions.

E. White To Be Absent During Spring Semester

During the spring semester, Mr. Ernest F. White will be on leave from his duties in the Music Department of his college. He will secure the post of director of music at Trinity Church, Menlo Park, California, in the spring and a summer month, and he must be away for this work in the field of music.

The group instruction in the Music Department will be taken care of during the spring by a resident lecturer to be announced later.
Boole's work on logic and probability is a seminal contribution to the field of mathematics and logic. His ideas have had a profound impact on various areas of science and technology, including computer science, artificial intelligence, and information theory.

We are finally aware of ourselves as an integral part of the universe, and our existence is but a tiny moment in an infinite series of events. Life itself is a mystery, and we are only beginning to comprehend its nature.

In conclusion, Boole's work on logic and probability forms the foundation of modern mathematical logic and probability theory. His ideas continue to influence contemporary research in these fields and beyond.
The Junior class defeated the Seniors in soccer, 27-0, on November seventeenth. Pierce was the high scorer for the team with fifteen points while Reissberg sank seven goals from field. The Juniors took an early lead which they sustained to the second and third quarters.

The box-score was as follows:

**Juniors (27)**
- Pierce, s 10
- Reissberg, s 7
- Kerley, t 3
- Farmers, g 2
- Ficke, g 1
- Lambert, g 1
- Total 27

**Seniors (10)**
- Perritt, t 4
- Rockwell, t 2
- Shumate, t 1
- Jaccoby, g 2
- Thomas, g 1
- Bliss, g 1
- Total 10

On November sixteenth the Sophomores crushed the Freshmen by the one-sided score of 28-0. Pierce led the visitors with thirteen points and fifteen points respectively. For the losers, the forwards were Ringer and Sturmer who scored all the goals for the team. Pierce, the former, scored five and the latter, four.

The line-up was as follows:

**Sophomores (4)**
- Pierce, t 13
- Rockwell, t 12
- Ringer, t 11
- Sturmer, t 7
- Farmers, g 5
- Ficke, g 1
- Lambert, g 1
- Bliss, g 1
- Barrow, g 1
- Total 48

**Freshmen (0)**
- Referee

Basketball Schedules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Dec. 5</th>
<th>Dec. 12</th>
<th>Jan. 9</th>
<th>Feb. 6</th>
<th>Feb. 13</th>
<th>Feb. 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Varsity</td>
<td>Varsity</td>
<td>JV Team</td>
<td>JV Team</td>
<td>JV Team</td>
<td>JV Team</td>
<td>JV Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Away</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Away</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Away</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Away</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Juniors, Sophos Win in Basketball**

The Junior class defeated the Sophomore team in the second contest of the season for both teams, by a 22-19 score. Mandarin in the final meet of the season. By a 22-17 score.

Trinity and Bower Pressed Testi for a short time before both teams, Jordan, 221. The harriers fell to Albany, 22-32; and to Trinity, 22-35. Incidentally, the 18:41 February 6-Alumni, 1:37, Col. The meet on our eleven as they would have held R.P.I. to a 2-1 score. However, the Red and White outplayed them throughout. The point at which the final contest was held is between the time the Red and White outplayed them throughout. The point at which the final contest was held is between the time the Red and White outplayed them throughout.
COUNCIL REPORTS ON DINING COMMONS

Improving the general conditions of Commons and have been accepted by the Administration. They will be put into use in the near future, probably after the Thanksgiving vacation.

The suggestions of the Council are:

1. The congestion of students in Commons is responsible for many of the criticisms leveled against Commons. It is recommended, therefore, that students be permitted to use the faculty dining room and that the crowding in the main hall. Waiters will then be able to work more efficiently and give more individual attention to their tables.

2. The irregular attendance of students, faculty and guests in dining commons has resulted in an inconsistent proportion between food supply and demand. An unpleasant problem has been the limitation on the amount of food served to individuals.

The Council suggests the following system whereby attendance can be a prepared for a week in advance. Every Thursday the students and faculty will be given a slip of paper by the head-waiter and will mark on it what day he expects to be absent from Commons, or whether he is planning to entertain any guests.

All papers will not have to be returned to the office. Waiters will be instructed to indicate the number of people in each party by the number of slips returned. The Administration will keep in Commons for the week in question.

“By this system it is hoped that breakfast will be served from eight to noon the morning and that the working schedules of the student waiters be adjusted as not to conflict with their classes.

1. The Council approves the plan of the plan to serve meals on Fridays as well as on Saturdays and Sundays. It is recommended that the Council that any suggestions or complaints about dining commons be presented to person or in writing to the Council. The Council in turn will take the suggestions with the proper authorities.

COLUMBIA DEAN VISITS COLLEGE

...it’s what a cigarette does that counts

America's
All-Star Eleven

60 yard dashes ... passes and punts ... touchdowns ... performance! That's how America picks 'em. By wire and air-mail, fans rush to the football experts the tip... "Here's another surefire All-American."

And when you pick the all-star cigarette eleven, it's performance again — it's what a cigarette does that counts


Eleven letters that spell all the good things a cigarette can give — mildness, a pleasing taste and aroma, a blend of mild ripe home-grown and Turkish tobaccos rolled in pure cigarette paper — the essentials of a good cigarette

THE BARDIAN

November 24, 1936

Dean Hawks "The student body is disgusted with Burke and support for his is coming from outside interference, not from within the College. The time is now, therefore, that a survey will be made among the students and faculty to discover who will want to continue this present system in place of the new system which will be put into use in the near future. In any case, Burke's conversations were considered most unsatisfactory by the faculty."

ANNUAL CAMPAIGN FOR NEEDY IN RED H K

The Council in turn realized that the Corporation expected the refusals of Burke's conversations would be considered most satisfactory by the faculty. Dean Hawks expressed the opinion that the assistance given by Bard College towards alleviating the poor conditions of Red Hook has become about an increasing appreciation of the college by the tenino-piece.

Last year the students and members of the faculty gave forty dollars to the College, and additional money provided by the fund. The assistance given by Bard College towards alleviating the poor conditions of Red Hook has become about an increasing appreciation of the college by the tenino-piece.

The case is now closed.

J. DAVIS OF YALE QUITS FACULTY

...it's what a cigarette does that counts

Child guidance clinic: John J. B. Morgan at Northwestern has developed a famous and successful clinic. Bard can do no more than complete the accomplishments of the Northwestern University students who themselves founded the college and were responsible for the clinic under Morgan's supervision. These students were Wilfred Brunner, Robert Grinnell, George Rosenberg, and Milton Althraugh.
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